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3 days, 2280km’s, 25.5hrs driving,
5 regional towns, 19 Centres,
15 meetings, and one
road traffic violation!!
The PNA Grand Tour Central Queensland leg is
now complete and what a trip!

On this leg, we visited Yeppoon, Rockhampton,
Emerald, Gladstone and even made it to Biloela.

Central Queensland - Economy

When in Central Queensland, you can’t go far before you hit Rockhampton and then begin talking about the
economy and how that’s effecting Retail.
The mood is largely positive…..It seems like there is an upturn coming and following the mining downturn a few
years ago, it seems that although it may never reach the same heights, it is on the return. This theory is backed
up by the fact that in CQ there are 12 new coalmines being opened/reopened in the region which is over $3
billion in capital investment over the next 3 years.
With this positivity, there are several developments in the pipeline in the region. It’s common knowledge that
Stockland have already announced that it’s going to upgrade their largest QLD asset in North Rockhampton,
which is already the number one destination Shopping Centre in Central QLD. Having now visited the majority
of Stocklands regional based assets across QLD, it’s important to highlight what a good job they have done in
developing fit-for- purpose Centres in these locations. Most have few vacancies, if not fully leased and in each
location we visited, they certainly have a ‘destination shopping offering’ and have managed to attract the big
players to their Centres. H&M in Rockie was thriving on the day we visited….
Continuing the mining theme, the Adani mine is still a massive opportunity but an even bigger unknown. There
is optimism, but due to the strong opposition in other parts of Australia, no one wants to get too far ahead.
Additional research we did highlights that if successful there will be 1100 jobs in the construction phase, and
625 permanent jobs when the mine is fully operating in Central Queensland and being 550km away it should
be great for retailers and asset owners in this region….

Beef Week is on its way…

Before visiting CQ, it’s easy to assume that these towns are
heavily reliant on the mining activity in the region, however it’s
clear that cattle and agriculture is another key anchor supporting
the economy here. We were lucky to hear about the plans for the
international event - Beef Week being held in Rockhampton in
May and what this activity will do for the Centres from a footfall
perspective with an anticipated 100,000 visitors and 25% of those
being from overseas. It’s clear this industry will always be a big
driver in the Central Queensland economy and more interestingly
we found out that Biloela is Australia’s biggest supplier of Mung
Beans…it’s evident in the past few years they have strong growth in
specific crops such as chickpeas and herbs too.

Tourism

Tourism also offers a huge benefit to the economy with the region holding access to the southern Great Barrier
Reef and has seen a 10 per cent increase of tourists in the area in the last 12 months alone…. We didn’t get
to the reef this time but we did stay in Yeppoon whilst we were there and what a great spot this is…. Although
we are not travel guides we would recommend the Stranded Beach Hotel right on the seafront and the Curried
Snapper at the Vue Wine Bar & Restaurant if you ever find yourself in the seaside town.… It’s a cracker!!

Security

We have to talk about this as it seems to be a problem which is not going away for the region and becoming
increasingly difficult to manage. The feedback across the board was that there is a growing frustration from
Centre Management that in all the towns there is an undercurrent of antisocial behavior directed towards a
lack of activities available to a disengaged younger demographic making roles in Centre management tougher
than ever. The Centres that have managed these issues the best seem to be those who have proactively been
working the with local police and council bodies to address the issue and providing customers with a better
shopping experience and for the retailers a more stable trading platform.
Central Queensland wasn’t as bad as other areas in relation to unemployment but it’s still high and currently,
the unemployment rate is 7 percent, which is above the statewide average but below other parts of regional
Queensland such as Townsville and Wide Bay. This is an ongoing issue which just puts further demands
and pressures on Centre management teams who are already working hard to ensure positive returns for
demanding owners in these tough economic times.

Engage the community

Community marketing activity is clearly the most effective way to
engage with the local community. We found that those Centres
who engage the most with their local customers will and have the
best results… the best Easter campaign we saw was in Emerald
where Sentinel’s ‘The Village’ Centre has a long-term relationship
with local schools so children can create Easter decorations and
see them displayed in the Centre in the run-up to Easter holiday.
Love it!
Other notable community engagement strategies we saw
included the wonderful concept of book exchange in the City
Centre Plaza in Rockhampton. A great use of vacant space which
has apparently driven lots of traffic to the Centre. Certainly, the
best use of vacant shop space we have seen so far on our travels.

Regional locations are not a punishment.

We heard from various Centre Marketing and Operations managers who have relocated to the regions from
the big cities, and they were loving it. Yes, you need a reason to move there but it’s clear with attractive house
prices, so much outdoor activities and highly developed communication channels these days that living in the
regions is not a punishment and can provide a fantastic, well-rounded quality of life.…. We even heard about
an interesting new sport called 1800 Western shooting which is apparently QLD’s fastest growing outdoor
activity...!

Beware the lifts have eyes….

Just a snapshot from the tour based on one conversation with one Operations Manager who highlighted that
he was amazed how many people, men, and women, did not realize that lifts have cameras in and he said he
could write a book based on some of the activities witnessed. So, remember next time you get in a lift, an Ops
Manager could be watching you!!

Awards:

Best Shopping Centre - (Based on ‘full car parks and bags in hands’):
Stockland Gladstone

Best Presented Shopping Centre:

Gracemere Shoppingworld – immaculate landscpaed grounds

Best person we met

All the people we met were awesome

Best Meal:

Curried Snapper at the Vue Hotel in Yeppoon

Worst moment of the trip

Realizing we were 20km from Biloela with an orange petrol light flashing!

Best moment of the trip

Reaching the BP Garage in Biloela

And finally, ….

Thanks to all of those who took the time out to meet with
us and tell us about how the shopping Centre industry
is tracking in this region. It’s only through the face time
we get with you which enables us to continue to be
the leading recruiter within this space and it’s greatly
appreciated.

